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The oscillating-slide inversion of the slider-crank mechanism, commonly symbolized RPRR, is widely
used to convert the displacement of an input linear motor (either electric, hydraulic or pneumatic), into
the swing motion of a rocker. This paper discusses the optimum kinematic synthesis of the centric RPRR
mechanisms for prescribed limit positions, while simultaneously satisfying either (i) minimum deviation
from 90� of its transmission angle, (ii) maximum mechanical advantage, or (iii) linear correlation
between the input- and output-link motions. To assist practicing engineers, step-by-step design proce-
dures, together with performance charts and parametric design charts are also provided in the paper.
� 2017 Society for Computational Design and Engineering. Publishing Services by Elsevier. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The centric oscillating-slide with translating input or RPRR in
short (where the underscore indicates a powered joint), also
known as cylinder-incline, turning-block or swinging-block linkage
(Reifschneider, 2005; Yu, Huang, & Chieng, 2004) is one of the most
widely used inversion of the slider-crank mechanism. It has
numerous applications in robotics and industrial automation, aero-
space, automotive, agricultural and earth moving machinery, etc.
where it serves to convert the input motion of a linear actuator into
partial rotation of an output-link rocker (Bagci, 1987; Hain, 1960,
1968; Söylemez, 2009; Zhang & Zhang, 2012) (Fig. 1).

The synthesis of the centric RPRR mechanism for prescribed
limit positions of the output link, given the minimum and maxi-
mum lengths of the linear motor, can be relatively easily per-
formed graphically (Bagci, 1987; Hartenberg & Denavit, 1964;
Tao, 1964). There is no guarantee however that best motion trans-
mitting characteristics are achieved, quantified by the transmission
angle (Sandor & Erdman, 1984; Volmer, 1978) or by the mechanical
advantage (Söylemez & Tönük, 1993; Yu et al., 2004). In addition,
there are applications where a linear correlation between input
and output is desired, such that the need for an additional encoder
on the rocker shaft is eliminated (Karlsson & Gilmer, 2017).
and Engineering. Publishing Servic
icense (http://creativecommons.org

Computational Design and
This paper investigates through repeated optimizations and
bivariate plots (Simionescu & Smith, 2000) the synthesis of centric

RPRR oscillating-slide actuators for a prescribed rocker swing,
given the fully retracted and fully extended lengths of the linear
motor, while ensuring, throughout the motion range of the mech-
anism either of the following requirements: (i) minimum deviation
from 90� of the transmission angle, (ii) maximum mechanical
advantage, and (iii) a near-linear correlation between input and
output motions.

Transmission angle (noted l throughout the paper) should not
depart more than ±45� from the ideal value of 90�. If a self-return
of the output link is ensured by gravitational or elastic forces,
transmission-angles ranging between 30� and 150� are still
regarded as satisfactory (Hartenberg & Denavit, 1964; Sandor &
Erdman, 1984; Söylemez, 2009).

In most applications, the gravitational and inertia forces acting

upon the actuator of a centric RPRR mechanism are small relative
to the load forces. Therefore, the linear motor will act as a two-
force member i.e. the reaction forces between the piston and the
cylinder (or equivalent) will be small, which is a major advantage

over the PRRR slider-rocker mechanism actuators (Simionescu,
1999, 2016). However, if piggyback-hydraulic cylinder or side-
bracketed electrical-actuators are employed (Fig. 2), these trans-
verse forces can no longer be neglected. In addition, the designer
should be concerned of the actuator not to buckle under load, par-
ticularly when slender linear actuators are utilized.
es by Elsevier.
/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Oscillating-slide actuator use in a harvesting combine (a), antenna or solar-panel tracker mechanism (b), wicket vane control of water turbines (c), and industrial
automation (d) - photos courtesy of Thomson Industries, DH Solar, Zeco Turbines and Speedy Block.

Fig. 2. Linear actuators: hydraulic (a) single-acting piggyback, (b) end-mounted telescopic, (c) trunnion-mounted telescopic, (d) side-bracketed electric and (e) trunnion-
mounted electric (Parker Hannifin Corp, 2009; Eagle Hydraulic Components Inc, 2016; Texas Hydraulics, 2016; Ultra Motion, 2016; SKF, 2016).
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2. Synthesis problem formulation

Fig. 3 depicts a centric RPRR oscillating-slide mechanism,
loaded at the rocker with a constant moment M, which must be
overcome by a position-dependent force Pj delivered by the linear
motor. The angular stroke Du of the output link is measured
between its initial and final positions us and uf defines as shown.
The main design requirement upon this mechanism is to generate
a prescribed rocker angle Du = uf � us when the linear-motor
extends from its minimum length Lmin, to its maximum length
Lmax, over a total displacement DLmax=Lmax � Lmin.

For the sake of generality, the kinematic calculations will be
performed for the mechanism normalized with respect to the
ground member, i.e. at all times OA = 1.0 (the final dimensions of



Fig. 3. Centric RPRR oscillating-slide mechanism loaded by a constant moment M
applied at the rocker, shown in its initial position ‘‘s”, in its final position ‘‘f”, and in
an arbitrary intermediate position ‘‘j”.
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the mechanism will be easily obtained post synthesis through
proper scaling). Consequently, the capabilities of the actuator will
be specified by its normalized minimum length ABs, and by the
extension coefficient K defined as:

K ¼ ABf

ABs
¼ Lmax

Lmin
¼ 1þ Smax

Lmin
ð1Þ

Based on the data available in references (Parker Hannifin Corp,
2009; Eagle Hydraulic Components Inc., 2016; Texas Hydraulics,
2016; Ultra Motion, 2016; SKF, 2016), coefficient K of the linear
motor was found to range between 1.25 and 1.8 for simple hydrau-
lic or pneumatic cylinders, between 2.5 and 3 for piggyback cylin-
ders, and between 3 and 4.7 for telescopic cylinders. Some
telescopic cylinders with more than five stages, or of the
trunnion-mounted type can extend over five times their fully
retracted length (Ergo-Help Pneumatic, 2016), a case however
not covered in this paper.

Given the initial rocker angle us and extension coefficient K, the
unknown normalized length OB and ABs can be determined begin-
ning with equations of constraint (2.a) and (2.b), written for the
deformable triangular loop A–B–C (see Fig. 3):

AB2
s ¼ ðxBs � xAÞ2 þ ðyBs � yAÞ2 ð2:aÞ

AB2
f ¼ ðxBf � xAÞ2 þ ðyBf � yAÞ2 ð2:bÞ
Fig. 4. Best transmission angle the RPRR mechanism is capable of. Plot (a) corresponds

 M
where the x and y coordinates of joint B are:

xBs ¼ OB � cosðusÞ yBs ¼ OB � sinðusÞ ð3:aÞ

xBf ¼ OB � cosðuf Þ yBf ¼ OB � sinðufÞ ð3:bÞ
For xA = 1, yA = 0 and ABf = K � ABs Eqs. (2) become:

AB2
s ¼ OB2 � 2 � OB � cosðusÞ þ 1 ð4:aÞ

K2 � AB2
s ¼ OB2 � 2 � OB � cosðufÞ þ 1 ð4:bÞ

After eliminating ABs between Eqs. (4), a quadratic in the sought-for
normalized rocker length OB is obtained i.e.

OB2 � 2
K2 � cosðusÞ � cosðufÞ

K2 � 1
OBþ 1 ¼ 0 ð5Þ

with solutions

OB ¼ K2 � cosðusÞ � cosðuf Þ
K2 � 1

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2 � cosðusÞ � cosðufÞ

K2 � 1

 !2

� 1

vuut ð6Þ

The double sign ‘‘±” in Eq. (6) indicates that, for a given initial
rocker angle us, two mechanism solutions exist - a result also
reported in Reifschneider (2005) and Simionescu (1999). The solu-
tion obtained for a minus sign in front of the square root in Eq. (6)
will be called short-rocker oscillating-slide mechanism, while the one
with a plus in front of the square root will be called long-rocker
oscillating-slide mechanism (as seen in dump-truck beds actuated
using telescopic cylinders).

Once the normalized rocker length OB has been found, the cor-
responding length ABs of the fully retracted linear actuator (also
normalized) can be calculated using Eq. (4.a).

Since rocker OB can theoretically assume any initial angle
between 0� and 180�, us can be tuned until additional design
requirements are satisfied. One such requirement is for the trans-
mission angle l to exhibit minimum deviation from 90� over the
entire working range of the mechanism. Given the displacement
of the actuator ABj, angle lj can be calculated using the equation:
to short rocker mechanisms and plot (b) corresponds to long rocker mechanisms.
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coslj ¼
OB2 þ AB2

j � 1
2 � OB � ABj

ð7Þ
D

In all practical RPRRoscillating-slidemechanisms, anglesu andlwill
varymonotonicallywith thedisplacement of the slider. Therefore cos
l in Eq. (7) will also varymonotonically with the linear motor exten-
sion, and as a consequence, the maximum departure from 90� of
angle l will occur at the limit positions us and uf. This property has
been utilized in defining the following deviation function:
ow
nloaded fro
d�max ¼ Maxfj coslsj; j coslf jg ð8Þ
Another parameter of interest in the design of RPRR mecha-

nisms is themechanical advantage, equal to the force-to-torque mul-
Fig. 5. Minimum FTMF of the RPRR mechanisms optimized for transmission angle. Plot (
mechanisms.

Fig. 6. Maximum linearity error of the RPRR mechanisms optimized for transmission ang
rocker mechanisms.
tiplication factor (FTMF), and also equal to the inverse of the
kinematic coefficient du/dS of the mechanism where S is the piston
displacement (Bagci, 1987)

FTMF ¼ M
P

¼ du
dS

� ��1

ð9Þ

For the centric RPRR oscillating-slide, an equivalent relationship can
be derived from considerations of static equilibrium of the rocker
that is:

FTMF ¼ M
P

¼ OB � sinðlÞ ð10Þ

Based on this latter equation, a second performance parameter of
the mechanism has been defined i.e.
a) corresponds to short rocker mechanisms and plot (b) corresponds to long rocker

le. Plot (a) corresponds to short rocker mechanisms and plot (b) corresponds to long

m
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Table 1
Parameters of the RPRR mechanisms optimized for transmission angle with Du = 60�, K = 1.75 and K = 3.

RPRR type K us (�) OA OB ABs dmax (�) emax (%) FTMFmin

(a) Short rocker 1.75 34.72 1.0 0.49320 0.65760 30.00 1.12 0.427
(b) Short rocker 3.0 19.11 1.0 0.75593 0.37796 30.00 1.31 0.655
(c) Long rocker 1.75 58.99 1.0 1.00 0.98466 59.49 6.48 0.508
(d) Long rocker 3.0 26.37 1.0 1.00 0.45625 43.19 3.55 0.729

Fig. 7. Optimum mechanisms in Table 1, scaled such that their linear motor displacements DSmax are the same.
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FTMFmin ¼ Min
n

j¼1
jOB � sinðljÞj ð11Þ

For a given torque-loadM to be overcome with a minimum actuator
force, FTMFmin should evidently be as big as possible.

In many control applications, it is of interest for the RPRR mech-
anism to ensure a close-to-linear I/O relationship u(AB) (Karlsson &
Gilmer, 2017). Therefore a linearity-error function has been addi-
tionally defined:

e ¼ ABj � ABs

ABf � ABs
�uj �us

Du

����
���� ð12Þ

where

uj ¼ cos�1 OB2 � AB2
j þ 1

2OB

 !
ð13Þ
Fig. 9. Best FTMF the centric RPRR mechanisms are capable of. Plot (a) corresponds t

Fig. 10. Maximum deviation of the transmission angle of the centric RPRR mechanisms op
and plot (b) corresponds to long rocker mechanisms.

h

What will actually be monitored during the design process is the
maximum-linearity error function i.e.

emax ¼ Max
n

j¼1
jeðABjÞj ð14Þ

The number of discrete positions j in the above equations (11), (12)
and (14) correspond to the length ABj of the actuator taking n uni-
formly spaced values between Lmin and Lmax.

3. Centric RPRR mechanism actuators optimized for
transmission angle

A first design scenario considered is that of satisfying minimum
deviation from 90� of the transmission angle. For this purpose, the
maximum deviation angle in equation (8) has been minimized
with respect to us using a combination of the Localmin univariate
o short rocker mechanisms and plot (b) corresponds to long rocker mechanisms.

timized for mechanical advantage. Plot (a) corresponds to short rocker mechanisms
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minimization algorithm due to Brent, preceded by a grid search
(Brent, 2013; Simionescu, 2014), for coefficient K and angle Du
ranging between 1.25 and 5, and between 30� and 120� respec-
tively. The resulting data served to generate the 3D performance
plots in Figs. 4 and 5, and the parametric plots in Appendix A. Note
Fig. 11. Maximum linearity error of the centric RPRR mechanisms optimized for mec
corresponds to long rocker mechanisms.

Fig. 12. Optimum mechanisms in Table 2, scaled such tha
that the dmax plot in Fig. 4 has been generated using values calcu-
lated with:

dmax ¼ jarcosðd�maxÞ � 90�j ð15Þ
hanical advantage. Plot (a) corresponds to short rocker mechanisms and plot (b)

t their linear motor displacement DSmax is the same.
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In order to avoid the occurrence of order defects (Sandor &
Erdman, 1984), the objective functions defined throughout this
paper have been penalized for the cases where vector loop O–A–
B has different orientations in its initial and final positions. This
has been done by evaluating the cross products OBs � BsA and
OBf � BfA and verifying that they have the same sign. The mini-
mization of d⁄max(us) for given angle Du and extension coefficient
K will return, in addition to the initial rocker angle us for which
the transmission angle has minimum deviation from 90�, the nor-
malized lengths OB and ABs.

Notice that the plots in Fig. 5b, 6b, A1b, A2b, and A3b exhibit
discontinuities resembling ha-ha walls from landscape design.
The areas inside thesewalls correspond to the following inequality:

Du� 0:4759K5 þ 8:3287K4 � 57:79K3 þ 200:97K2

� 361:12K þ 179:91 6 0 ð16Þ
determined through numerical curve fitting.

Figs. 4–6 and A1–A3 provide an overview upon the perfor-

mances and proportions of the centric RPRR mechanism optimized
for transmission angle. To complement these plots, numerical
examples of four oscillating slide mechanisms obtained by mini-
mizing equation (8) will be discussed next. These are the centric

(short and long rocker) RPRR mechanisms with Du = 60�, driven
by linear actuators with K = 1.75 and K = 3 respectively. The nor-
malized geometric parameters of these mechanisms are summa-
rized in Table 1. They are also shown in Fig. 7 scaled such that
their limit positions are attained for the same displacement DSmax
Fig. 13. Kinematic and performance diagrams of the mechanism

Table 2
Parameters of the RPRR mechanisms with Du = 60�, K = 1.75 and K = 3 that have been opt

RPRR type K us (�) OA OB

(a) Short rocker 1.75 58.99 1.0 1.0
(b) Short rocker 3.0 26.37 1.0 1.0
(c) Long rocker 1.75 34.72 1.0 2.02
(d) Long rocker 3.0 19.11 1.0 1.32
of the actuator. Fig. 8 shows plots of the I/O function u(S), trans-
mission angle l(S), linearity error e(S) and force-to-torque multipli-
cation factor FTMF(S) of the same mechanisms in Table 1. The
parameters of the same mechanisms have been marked each with
a dot on the 3D plots in Figs. 4–6 and in Appendix A. They are also
available as animated GIF files generated as explained in
Simionescu (2014) from the author’s ResearchGate page, or upon
request.
3.1. Comparison between the RPRR mechanisms with short and long
rockers, optimized for transmission angle

The 3D plots and numerical examples presented earlier

revealed several properties of the centric RPRR mechanisms with
short and long rocker, optimized for transmission angle. These
are as follow:

(1) For the same rocker angle Du, the short-rocker mechanisms
have better transmission angles compared to the long-
rocker mechanisms (Fig. 4).

(2) The transmission-angle performance of short-rocker mecha-
nisms is not influenced by the extension coefficient K
(Fig. 4a).

(3) The transmission angle l of short-rocker mechanisms has
symmetric deviation from 90�, equal to half the angle Du
of the rocker, and the difference between the minimum
and maximum values of angle l equals Du - a property also
s in Fig. 12, labeled the same as in Table 2 and in Fig. 12.

imized for mechanical advantage.

ABs dmax (�) emax (%) FTMFmin

0.984655 59.49 6.48 0.508
0.456253 43.19 3.55 0.729

7588 1.333333 64.72 1.12 0.866
2876 0.5 49.11 1.31 0.866
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reported in Söylemez (2009), Volmer (1978), and
Simionescu (1999). This indicates that for Du in excess of
120�, the angle l will vary more than ±60� from 90�, render-
ing the corresponding short-rocker RPRR mechanisms prone
to jamming.

(4) The I/O function of short rocker mechanisms optimized
for transmission angle are closer to being linear in
comparison with that of the equivalent long-rocker
mechanisms.

(5) Long-rocker RPRR mechanisms have their rocker length
equal to their base length (Fig. A2b).

(6) Long rocker mechanisms should be used in association with
large extension-coefficient actuators, and for the generation
of rocker angles Du that are less than 100� (Fig. 4b).
Fig. 14. Minimum linearity errors the centric RPRR mechanisms are capable of. Plot (a
mechanisms.

Fig. 15. Maximum transmission angle deviation of the centric RPRR mechanisms optimiz
corresponds to long rocker mechanisms.

rom
(7) The transmission angle of a long-rocker mechanism with
imposed Du angle can be improved by selecting a linear
actuator with a larger extension coefficient K (Fig. 4b).

3.2. Design procedure of short-rocker RPRR mechanism with optimum
transmission angle

An easy to apply graphical method of synthesizing a short-

rocker RPRR mechanism with best transmission angle properties
is as follows - see also Fig. 7a and b and references Simionescu
(1999), Söylemez (2009), and Volmer (1978):

(1) Use equations

lmin ¼ 90� � Du=2 and lmax ¼ 90� þ Du=2 ð17Þ
) corresponds to short rocker mechanisms and plot (b) corresponds to long rocker

ed for uniform motion. Plot (a) corresponds to short rocker mechanisms and plot (b)
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to verify that the deviation from 90� of transmission angle m is
within acceptable limits.

(2) Draw three collinear points A, Bs and Bf (in this order) with
ABs equal to the minimum length of the linear actuator,
and ABf equal to the maximum length of the actuator.

(3) Locate point O along the perpendicular raised from the mid-
dle of segment BsBf such that the angle \BsOBf equals to the
desired rocker swing Du.

3.3. Design procedure of long-rocker RPRR mechanism with optimum
transmission angle

Oscillating-slide mechanisms of the long-rocker type are rec-
ommended when compact arrangements are sought for, in associ-
Fig. 16. TFMF of the centric RPRR mechanisms optimized for uniform motion. Plot (a)
mechanisms.

Fig. 17. Optimum mechanisms in Table 2, scaled such that
ation with actuators having large extension-coefficients. A quick
synthesis method will be described for combination of Du and K
that satisfy inequality (14), cases in which, according to Fig. A2,
OA = OB = 1.

The Law of Cosine applied to the initial and final mechanism
loop yields

ABf

ABs

� �2

¼ 1� cosðus þ DuÞ
1� cosus

ð18Þ

which has been rearranged as

1� cosðus þ DuÞ
1� cosus

� K2 ¼ 0 ð19Þ
corresponds to short rocker mechanisms and plot (b) corresponds to long rocker

their linear motor displacements DSmax are the same.
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For a given extension coefficient K and angle of swing Du of the
rocker, Eq. (19) can be solved iteratively in the unknown us.

Note that in the search for an optimum RPRR
mechanism configuration, the extension coefficient K may be
adjusted as well i.e. the designer can experiment with
multiple linear actuators available from catalogs, or customize
one actuator to match the desired extension-coefficient.
D
ow
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4. Centric RPRRmechanism actuators optimized for mechanical
advantage

As mentioned earlier, when the rocker swing Du is imposed a

fix value in a RPRR mechanism, there is only one parameter
(i.e. the initial angle us of the rocker) that can be modified in
the process of satisfying additional design requirements. In this
section the case where a maximum mechanical advantage (also
equal to the force-to-torque multiplication factor) must be attained
will be considered. This corresponds to maximizing the function
FTMFmin with respect to us. The number of displacement steps n
of the actuator in Eq. (11) has been considered equal to five
times the rocker swing in degrees (i.e. for Du = 60�, n = 300).
Repeated maximizations of FTMFmin(us) have been performed and
the resulting data served to generate the plots in Figs. 9–11
and in Appendix B.

Coincidently, the ha-ha-wall type discontinuities visible in

Fig. 10a, 11a, A4a, A5a and A6a (the short-rocker RPRR mecha-
nisms) occur for the same combinations of Du and K in inequality
(16). Also notice that the area inside the ha ha corresponds to
Fig. 18. Kinematic and performance diagrams of the mechanism

Table 3
Examples of RPRR mechanisms with Du = 60�, K = 1.75 and K = 3 optimized for linearity e

K us (�) OA OB

(a) Short rocker 1.75 33.60 1.0 0.48
(b) Short rocker 3.00 17.73 1.0 0.74
(c) Long rocker 1.75 33.60 1.0 2.04
(d) Long rocker 3.00 17.73 1.0 1.34
OA = AB = 1 (Fig. A5a), a fortuitous combination which simplifies
the design process.

The proportions of the RPRR mechanisms optimized for
mechanical advantage can be extracted from the 3D plots in
Appendix B, while their transmission angle and linearity error per-
formances can be verified using the 3D plots in Figs. 9–11. Alterna-
tive to using the 3D design charts in Appendices A–C, the FTMFmin

function in Eq. (11) can be maximized anew for a given extension
coefficient K and rocker angle Du. Easier in this regard is to tabu-
late FTMF vs. us in Eq. (10) and extract its maximum point.

As the 3D plots in Figs. 9–11 show, if an improved FTMF is
desired and the freedom exists, then extension coefficient K should
be increased, and the rocker angle Du should be reduced (less for

the long rocker RPRR mechanisms the FTMF of which does not
depend on Du). The same changes in K and Du will cause an
improvement in dmax and emax.

Sample mechanisms with Du = 60�, K = 1.75 and K = 3.0 that
exhibit best mechanical advantage performances are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13. Their geometric parameters are available in Table 2,
and have also beenmarkedwith dots on the surface plots in Figs. 9–
11 and A4–A6. Animated GIFs of Fig. 12 are available for download
from the author’s ResearchGate page.
5. Centric RPRR mechanism actuators optimized for uniform
motion

The last design requirement of a RPRR mechanism discussed in
this paper is where a near linear correlation between input and
s in Fig. 17, labeled the same as in Table 3 and in Fig. 17.

rror.

ABs dmax (�) emax (%) FTMFmin

8867 0.651625 31.87 0.91 0.415
1640 0.370405 34.70 0.94 0.610
5545 1.332928 65.47 0.91 0.849
8363 0.499440 52.43 0.94 0.822
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output link motions must be satisfied. For this, the maximum lin-
earity error function emax(us) in Eq. (14) has been minimized using
the same grid search followed by Brent’s Localmin algorithm. The
number of displacement steps of the liner actuator was again set
equal to five times the angle Du in degrees. Repeated minimiza-
tions of objective function emax(us) resulted in the 3 D plots in
Figs. 14–16 and in Figs. A7–A9 in Appendix C. According to these,
there is no obvious link-length correlation to simplify the synthesis

process. The proportions of the optimized RPRR mechanisms can
be however extracted from the 3D plots in Appendix C, while their
expected performance can be checked using the diagrams in
Figs. 14–16.

Long and short RPRRmechanisms exhibit identical linearity error
performance (Fig. 14), which do not depend on K but can be
improved by reducing rocker angle Du. A reduction of Du also

improves dmax and overall FTMF for both short and long RPRRmech-

anisms IncreasingK also improves dmax and FTMF, less for short RPRR
mechanisms where increasing K cause a slight increase in dmax.

Rather than using the design charts in Appendix C, the linearity-
error function emax(us) in Eq. (14) can be minimized anew for a
given extension coefficient K and rocker angle Du. The expected
maximum deviation from 90� of transmission angle l and FTMFmin

can be extracted from the 3D plots in Figs. 15 and 16.
Sample mechanisms that exhibit minimum I/O linearity error

are provided in Figs. 17 and 18. Their geometric parameters are
summarized in Table 3, and are also marked with dots on the sur-
face plots in Figs. 14–16 and in Appendix C. See also the Research-
Gate page of the author where animated GIFs of Fig. 17 have been
posted.
Fig. A1. Initial roc
6. Conclusions

Detailed kinematic syntheses procedures of the centric

oscillating-slide RPRR mechanism actuators for best transmission
angle, maximummechanical advantage and minimum I/O linearity
error have been presented. Optimization problems have been for-
mulated and solved numerically for these mechanisms. Two con-
figurations have been shown to exist, one with a relatively short-
rocker, and the other one with a longer rocker.

Parametric design charts and easily-applicable design proce-
dures have been also provided in the paper. Also provided were
bivariate performance charts, which allow a convenient overview
upon the capabilities of these mechanisms, useful to guide the
search when the angle of swing of the rocker, or the extension
coefficient of the actuator do not have strictly imposed values.
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Appendix A

Geometric parameters of the oscillating-slide mechanisms opti-
mized for transmission angle. Plots (a) correspond to the short-
rocker- and plots (b) to the long-rocker-mechanism solutions
(see Figs. A1–A3).
ker angle us.
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Fig. A3. Normalized length of the fully retracted actuator ABs.

Fig. A2. Normalized rocker length OB.
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Appendix B

Geometric parameters of the oscillating-slide mechanisms
optimized for FTMF. Plots (a) correspond to the short-rocker-
and plots (b) to the long-rocker-mechanism solutions (see
Figs. A4–A6).
Fig. A5. Normalized r

Fig. A4. Initial roc
Appendix C

Geometric parameters of the oscillating-slide mechanisms opti-
mized for uniform motion. Plots (a) correspond to the short-
rocker- and plots (b) to the long-rocker-mechanism solutions
(see Figs. A7–A9).
ocker length OB.

ker angles us.
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Fig. A7. Initial rocker angles us.

Fig. A6. Normalized length of the fully retracted actuator ABs.
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Fig. A9. Normalized length of the fully retracted actuator ABs.

Fig. A8. Normalized rocker length OB.
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